
Apartment for sale in Aguilas Ref: 680723-1-
1

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Build: 55m2 Plot: m2

ISEA CALMA - Luxury apartmnet in Ïsla del Fraile, in Aguilas. This is going to be an unique
Resort built on a privileged location, very exclusive properties. 3 bedroom 2 bathroom,
great designed, with open plan kitchen and access from every single room to the big
terrace with 24m2. The terrce is prepared for an optional Jacuzzi. There is central A/ C with
heating pump. The complex has exceptional communal areas, with large communal
swimming pools, sport areas, outdoor gym, playground. There is indoor parking. 5 minutes
walk from the Resort, there is a fantastic unspoilt beach overlooking the small island of
"Isla del Fraile" and towards Aguilas. Basic starting prices : • 1 bedroom from (251.500€) +
10% IVA • 2 bedrooms from (311.000€) + 10% IVA • 3 bedrooms from (335.000€) + 10%
IVA The area is absolutely stunning,, Aguilas is a lovely port/seaside town with its own little
castle and other sights. It is divided into 2, the mountain with the castle in the middle -
from the air it looks like an eagle, the 2 bays forms the wings. This is where the name
comes from when as eagle in Spanish is Aquilas. There is everything you could dream of in
the area, unspoilt beaches, plenty of opportunities for short or long walks, 4 golf courses
nearby and of course restaurants, supermarkets and shopping center. Águilas is
surrounded by the mountain ranges Sierra de la Carrasquilla, the Lomo de Bas and la
Sierra de la Almenara, which are united in a network of trails that come together in part of
the Nature reserves of Cabo Cope and Puntas de Calnegre. Águilas is a perfect spot for
snorkelling, water sports, hiking and golf. The resort is located 5 minutes away from the

€ 341,000
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